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Abstract: Visually monitoring of the residual morphology
and quantitatively determining the degradation degree of
hydrogels applied in tissue repair therapy in a real-time
and noninvasive manner were a crucial technological
mean. Despite conventional organic fluorescent molecules commonly used as probe to capture the real-time
clues of the labeled hydrogels, they still encounter obstacles, including intrinsic photobleaching, cytotoxicity, and
unknown interference factor of degradation caused by the
change from polymer structure of hydrogels, thus making it difficult to accurately obtain the information of the
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hydrogels in vivo. To address the hard nut, we designed the
multifunctional hydrogel system with a real-time quantitative aggregation-induced emission fluorescent detection
and photoacoustic imaging tracking based on tetraphenylethene (TPE) that possesses the trait of aggregationinduced emission and low photobleaching, bound on the
surface of mesoporous dopamine microspheres (MPDAs),
and subsequently loaded into the photo-crosslinked
injectable hydrogels. In vitro results showed that MPDATPE had good compatibility, emitted strong fluorescence
when embedded in hydrogels, and maintained stable fluorescence property unless the hydrogels were degraded.
Meanwhile, a mathematical formula for the kinetic degradation of hydrogels was established between gravitational and visual degradation in vitro, which can be used
to predict in vivo degradation. Furthermore, MPDA possessed the clear photoacoustic imaging effect to provide
more accurate clues. The designed hydrogel system holds
a potential role in prediction of the in vivo degradation of
implanted materials in an accurate, convenient, and realtime noninvasive manner and is a meaningful treatment
aid in tissue engineering.
Keywords: hydrogel degradation; aggregation-induced
emission (AIE); tetraphenylethene (TPE); mesoporous
dopamine microspheres (MPDAs); photoacoustic imaging.

1 Introduction
Biodegradable and biocompatible hydrogels are threedimensional molecule network with good swelling
behavior in water [1–3]. Similar structure to the extracellular matrix environment received much attention for controlled drug carriers and tissue engineering applications
[4]. Hydrogels with clinical drug or growth factor embedded in vivo continually degrade under the action of body
fluids and cells, followed by obtaining swollen structure
with stress fatigue and decreasing mechanical property,
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thus accelerating the drug release behavior [5–8]. As for
the application in tissue engineering, hydrophilic hydrogel used to serve as tissue filling matrix or investigated
regeneration model [9, 10]. Of note, the degradation rate
of hydrogels should match the rate of tissue regeneration,
which could avoid collapse of the tissue due to premature
degradation or cell inflammation and excessive regeneration in the period of delayed degradation [11, 12]. When
hydrogels are implanted in the body, it is difficult to visually
monitor residual morphology or obtain degradation speed
of the hydrogels in vivo [3, 13]. To date, it was widely used
to sacrifice extra animals to study the degradation process
of the implanted hydrogels [13]. However, this process
will be completed by multiple operations that remaining
hydrogels should be removed and then estimated degradation rate by gravimetric/volume determination [14, 15].
The conventional method will cause certain unnecessary
waste and create secondary operation to increase the risk
of wound infection effect. Hence, to reduce the uncontrollable parameters and complex change and to reduce the
unnecessary sacrifices of animals, it is urgent to develop
the strategy for monitoring in vivo degradation in a realtime and noninvasive manner.
So far, there are many reliable and effective techniques for noninvasive imaging, such as x-ray imaging,
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), fluorescence imaging,
ultrasound imaging, and so on, which can determine the
degradation process of hydrogels in vivo [16–21]. But some
shortcomings limit their wide application; for example,
x-ray imaging and MRI require radiopaque contrast agents
and complex equipment. Ultrasound imaging and MRI
will bring high cost. Fluorescent imaging was paid more
attention for the application of degradation determination of hydrogels in vivo owing to the advantages of easy
operation, high resolution, and low cost [19]. Recently,
various fluorescent materials have been used as the indicator for tracking of the differentiation process of stem
cells, such as luciferases, fluorescent proteins, organic
fluorophores, quantum dots, and so on [22–24]. Despite
that efficient improvement in biocompatibility and photostability has been made, they still suffer from some
unsolved obstacles or limitations. Luciferases or fluorescent proteins need high gene transfection efficiency and
can interrupt normal cell activities. Moreover, the heavy
metal–containing quantum dots cause cytotoxicity once
the surface ligands biodegraded [25–27]. In addition, the
conventional organic fluorophores may easily undergo
self-quenching at high labeling intensity or strong fluorophore loading in nanoparticles. They also suffer from the
drawbacks of poor photostability, easy diffusion out of
cells, and small stokes shifts [28–30].

Aggregation-induced emission (AIE) floorages have
recently been developed as emerging fluorescent materials due to the advantages of strong anti-photobleaching
ability, high brightness, low cytotoxicity, and large stokes
shifts [31]. Zhang et al. [32] ever grafted AIE floorages to a
salt responsive peptide to yield a yet luminescent hydrogelator. The induced luminescence was a dynamic change
and enabled real-time monitoring of hydrogel formation.
In our study, AIE molecules was grafted into the surface
of mesoporous dopamine by covalent bonding and then
loaded into photo-crosslinked injectable hydrogels. Aggregation-induced emission–labeled hydrogels can provide
fluorescence imaging with strong anti-photobleaching
ability. Mesoporous dopamine microspheres (MPDAs)
not only can improve the biocompatibility of AIE, but
also can generate photoacoustic imaging effect [33–37].
In effect, tissue is a highly scattering medium for luminescence in the optical spectral range, and thus optical
imaging modalities suffer from shallow penetration
depth. Photoacoustic imaging detects much less scattered
ultrasonic waves [38, 39]. During the simulated degradation of hydrogels in vitro, the kinetic equation of hydrogel
degradation in vitro was obtained by weight measurement
and visualization process, and then the accuracy of the
kinetic equation of hydrogel degradation was verified by
co-culture between hydrogels and cells (Figure 1A).

2 Materials and methods
Dextran (Dex, Mw = 70 kDa) was purchased from Sigma
Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). Microcrystalline cellulose (MCC, 25 μm) was required from Shanghai Aladdin
Reagent, China. 4-Dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP), anhydrous dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), ammonium persulfate
(APS), glycidyl methacrylate (GMA), and Irgacure 2959 were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).
Mesoporous polydopamine was obtained from Sun Yat-sen
University in Guangdong province. Tetraphenylethene
(TPE) with aldehyde group was purchased from AIE-gen
Biotech, J&K Chemistry (Hong Kong, China). All other
chemicals were of analytical grade, were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich, and were used without further processing.

2.1 Synthesis and characterization of CCNC
Carboxymethyl nanocrystalline cellulose (CCNC) was
prepared as previously described following one-step APS
oxidation method [40]. Briefly, 2 g of MCC was hydrolyzed
in 200 ml of 2 m APS at 60°C for 16 h. The obtained white
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Figure 1: Charactering synthesis of CCNC, DEX-MA, and MPDA-TPE.
(A) Schematic illustration of visual in vitro degradation of injectable hydrogel. FTIR of (B) CCNC, DEX, and DEX-MA and (C) MPDA and MPDATPE. (D) 1H-NMR spectrum of DEX-MA in D2O.

suspension was washed with water and then centrifuged
for five times at 9000 revolutions/min for 20 min. A whitecolored CCNC powder was yielded by dialyzing against
deionized water and freeze drying. The infrared spectra
were exhibited on Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, Vertex 70; Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA). The
spectrum was recorded over the range of 400–4000 cm−1
at a resolution of 4 cm−1 in absorbance mode. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Tecnai 12; Philips Co.,
Ltd., Eindhoven, the Netherlands) images of CCNC were
pictured at 68-kV accelerating voltage.

2.2 Synthesis and characterization of DEX-MA
Dextran-methacrylate (DEX-MA) was prepared as previously reported [41]. In brief, 5 g of dextran was dissolved
in 40 ml of anhydrous DMSO, following by adding 1 g of
DMAP and 1.5 g of GMA. The homogeneous solution was
obtained by continually stirring at room temperature for
24 h. Next, 200 ml of EtOH was added dropwise to yield
the precipitate. The precipitate was collected by filtration,
then dissolved in deionized water, and neutralized with
0.1 m HCl. DEX-MA was obtained by exhaustively dialyzing against deionized water and freeze drying. The synthesis of DEX-MA was characterized by FTIR and 1H-NMR
(600.13 MHz; Bruker BioSpin, Rheinstetten, Germany).

2.3 P
 reparation and characterization of DEX/
CCNC hydrogels
The preparation of DEX/CCNC hydrogels involved two
steps, including the incorporation of CCNC into hydrogels solution and photo-crosslinking process. Briefly,
DEX-MA prepared before was dissolved in deionized
water to obtain 5% (wt/vol) solution and followed by
adding CCNC with different content ranging from ~0%
to 2% (wt/vol), along with continuous stirring to generate uniform solution, respectively. A solution of the photoinitiator Irgacure 2959 [25 μl of a 20% (wt/vol) solution
in N-methyl-pyrrolidone] was added just before the irradiation. CCNC -enhanced DEX/CCNC hydrogels were
formed by irradiating using an ultraviolet (UV) lamp
(G.R.E. 125 W; Helios-Italquarz, Shanghai, China) with
excitation wavelength of 365 nm for 5 min. Gel time was
recorded by the tilt method. The rheological behavior of
the formed hydrogels was carried out using rheometer
experiment in the strain controlled mode on a Physica
MCR 301 rheometer (Anton Paar Gm bH, Graz, Austria)
with a cone-and-plate geometry, 60-mm diameter. The
strain value and frequency value were selected in the
liner region. The dynamic frequency sweep experiments
were performed in the range of 10–0.1 rad/s at 0.5%
strain. All the experimental procedures were performed
at ambient temperature.
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2.4 S
 ynthesis and characterization of
MPDA-TPE

2.6 P
 reparation and characterization of DEX/
CCNC/MPDA-TPE hydrogels

Mesoporous dopamine microsphere (100 mg) was added
into a two-necked flask, evacuated under vacuum, and
flushed with dry nitrogen five times. Next, DMSO (10 ml)
was added into the flask and followed by stirring at
60°C for 24 h. A specific amount of TPE with aldehyde
group (1 mol %) was added and then stirred for 24 h.
The obtained product was washed with deionized water
five times and acetone five times. The product was dried
under vacuum at 60°C. The synthesis, morphology, size,
and fluorescence effect of MPDA-TPE bioconjugates were
detected by FTIR, TEM, dynamic light scattering (DLS,
Otsuka Electronics Ltd., Osaka, Japan), and photoluminescence (PL). The AIE behavior in different solvent
(H2O, THF, CH, CH/H2O) of MPDA and MPDA-TPE conjugates was evaluated using UV lamp with 365-nm excitation wavelength.

DEX-MA was dissolved in deionized water to obtain 5%
(wt/vol) solution, adding 1% (wt/vol) CCNC into solution along with continuous stirring to generate uniform
solution, followed by an addition of MPDA-TPE with the
content ranging from 0 to 400 μg/ml. A solution of the
photoinitiator Irgacure 2959 [25 μl of a 20% (wt/vol) solution in N-methyl-pyrrolidone] was added just before the
irradiation. DEX/CCNC hydrogels were formed by irradiating using a UV lamp. The photoacoustic imaging of DEX/
CCNC/MPDA-TPE hydrogels was performed on a photoacoustic computerized tomography scanner (Endra Nexus
128; ENDRA Life Sciences, Ann Arbor, MI, USA). The PL
change during hydrogels formation was investigated.

2.5 C
 ytotoxicity and cell bioimaging of
MPDA-TPE
The cytotoxicity assay was evaluated by Cell Counting
Kit 8(CCK-8) assays against NIH-3T3 cells. NIH-3T3 cells
were seeded on 96-well plates with 1000 cells per well
and then incubated in incubator with 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere at 37°C for 24 h. Mesoporous dopamine
microsphere–TPE with various concentrations (50, 100,
200, 300, 400 μg/ml) were added into the wells and
incubated for another 12, 24, and 36 h, respectively. The
medium was removed, and the wells were washed with
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at the appointed time
intervals. Cell culture medium containing 100 μl of 10%
CCK-8 solution (Beyotime, Shanghai, China) was added
into each well to incubate for 2 h in a dark environment.
The absorbance of samples at 450 nm was recorded
immediately from the microplate reader (GENios;
TECAN, Atlanta, GA, USA). In order to evaluate cell
bioimaging of MPDA-TPE, MPDA-TPE (0, 100, 200, 300,
400 μg/ml) was cocultured with NIH-3T3 cells for 2 days.
Cells were stained with live-dead staining solution for
15 min according to the manufacturer’s instructions,
washed the excess dye with PBS, and observed under a
fluorescence microscope (Zeiss, Cambridge, UK). Green
dot is a living cell, and red dot is a dead cell. Furthermore, cell bioimaging was detected by fluorescence
microscope in the wavelength range of UV excitation.

2.7 I n vitro degradation of DEX/CCNC/
MPDA-TPE hydrogels by gravimetric
determination
The in vitro degradation of DEX/CCNC/MPDA-TPE cylinder
hydrogels (diameter: 5 mm, height: 3 mm) with different
content of CCNC ranging from 0.5% to 2% was immersed in
10 ml of PBS (pH 7.4) solution with and without lysozyme
(0.2 mg/ml) at 37oC. At the desired time, the residual
samples were taken out of medium, gently washed with
deionized water, and weighed. The weight loss (WL) was
defined by the following equation:
WL% = (W0 − Wt ) / W0 × 100%
W0 and Wt are the weights of residual hydrogels at initial
time and degradation time t, respectively. Meanwhile, the
accumulative release profile of TPE in hydrogel samples
from degradation medium with or without lysozyme was
detected by using UV-Vis spectrophotometer.

2.8 V
 isual degradation of DEX/CCNC/
MPDA-TPE hydrogels by fluorescence
tracking and photoacoustic imaging
Visual in vitro degradation of DEX/CCNC/MPDA-TPE
hydrogels with different content of CCNC was conducted
according to the gray-scale change in the captured fluorescent images and brightness change in photoacoustic
imaging. Typically, thin cylinder-shaped (diameter: 5 mm,
height: 3 mm) hydrogels were conducted in 10 ml of PBS
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(pH 7.4) solution with and without lysozyme (0.2 mg/ml)
at 37°C. At the desired time, fluorescent images of samples
were captured by small animal fluorescence imaging
system. The fluorescence loss (FL) was defined by the following equation:
FL% = ( D0 − Dt )/D0 × 100%
D0 and Dt are integrated optical density of the samples
at initial time and degradation time t, respectively. The
optical density was analyzed by Image Pro 6 (Media Cybernetics, Rockville, MD, USA).

2.9 I n vitro degradation of DEX/CCNC/
MPDA-TPE hydrogels cultured with
NIH-3T3 cells by multimodal imaging
NIH-3T3 cells were seeded on DEX/CCNC/MPDA-TPE
hydrogels (diameter: 5 mm, height: 3 mm) in a 96-well
plate, with 1000 cells each well for 0, 48, 96, 168, 336,
and 504 h, respectively. At the desired time, fluorescence
imaging pictures were taken, and photoacoustic imaging
was performed. The fluorescence density was quantified
by the Carestream MI software (Toronto, Canada). Finally,
the reliability of the data was evaluated by weighing after
washing with PBS.

2.10 Statistical analysis
Data are expressed as the mean ± SD of at least three replicates. All studies were performed in triplicate (n = 3).
All statistical computations were performed using SPSS
software (version 16.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Differences with a value of p < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 C
 haracterization of CCNC, DEX-MA, and
MPDA-TPE
CCNC was synthesized by one step. It can serve as desired
nanofiller for enhancing mechanical property of polymer
owing to high specific surface area, heat resistance, and
corrosion resistance. Abundant carboxyl group extra
enhances hydrogen bonding force between polymers,
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making it play an important role in surface modification
of biomaterials. Successful synthesis was demonstrated
by the absorption bands at 1728 cm−1 ascribed to stretching
vibrations of carboxylic acid groups [40], which was triggered by the carboxylation of MCC in the process of oxidation degradation of APS. According to TEM, CCNC showed
a rod shape with length of 287 ± 14 nm and diameter of
10 ± 1.9 nm (Figures 1B, 2C).
Dextran, a natural polysaccharide, with good biocompatibility, is widely used as drug carrier. Dextran with
linear structure is commonly applied for the preparation
of porous scaffolds or hydrogels in tissue engineering
due to hydrophilic. DEX-MA as the component of photocrosslinked hydrogels was synthesized as previously
described [41]. According to the FTIR of DEX-MA, the
absorption bands at 1700 and 813 cm−1 ascribed to stretching vibrations of C=O and −C=CH2, respectively. In addition, the formation of DEX-MA was confirmed by 1H-NMR
results, 1H-NMR (D2O): δ 6.16 (m, =CH2), 5.71 (m, =CH2),
4.92 (bs, 1H, H1), 3.9–3.2 (m, 6H, H2, H3, H4, H5, 2H6), and
1.91 ppm (s, CH3) (Figure 1D).
The formation of MPDA-TPE was demonstrated according to the new absorption band at 1640 cm−1 ascribed to
the formation of hydrazine and disappeared absorption
band at 1720 cm−1 ascribed to aldehyde group of TPE [42]
(Figure 1C). According to the DLS determination, the size
of MPDA-TPE was approximately 500 nm, significantly
bigger than that of MPDA. Mesoporous dopamine microspheres appear hollow mesoporous with mesoporous diameter size of approximately 20 nm (Figure 2A–C).

3.2 Optical and in vitro toxicity of MPDA-TPE
When dissolved in benign solvent including THF and CH,
MPDA-TPE hardly showed PL behavior unless dispersed
in poop solvent such as water under the excitation of
UV light. Light-yellow MPDA-TPE in water shows green
emission after excitation at the wavelength of 365 nm
(Figure 3A). Adding a large amount of water to the THF
solution, the nearly nonfluorescent MPDA-TPE showed
clearly increased emission. When the solvent was composed of 100% water, PL exhibits the bluest emission at
490 nm (Figure 3B, C). As a matter of fact, the addition
of water should have resulted in aggregate formation
because of their inherent hydrophobicity characteristics
of MPDA-TPE; thus, the enhanced and red-shifted emissions came from the aggregates, indicating that the synthesized MPDA-TPE possesses AIE characteristics of TPE.
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Figure 2: Characterization of physicochemical properties of the prepared CCNC and MPDA-TPE in vitro.
DLS of (A) MPDA and (B) MPDA-TPE. (C) TEM of (a, a′) MPDA, (b, b′) MPDA-TPE, and (c, c′) CCNC.

The favorable fluorescent indicator applied in in
vivo visual degradation of hydrogels should be nontoxic,
biocompatible, and stable in fluorescent imaging [29].
Therefore, the effect of MPDA-TPE at a concentration
ranging from 0 to 400 μg/ml on viability of NIH-3T3 cells
was detected. It can be seen from cell viability results that
no significant difference can be observed between the
different groups. Rare dead cells can be seen according
to live-dead staining analysis, thus showing consistent
results with CCK-8 methods (Figure 3D, E). Furthermore,
cells emitted blue fluorescence when excited with UV
light by fluorescence microscope, and the captured
fluorescence intensity increased over the increasing
MPDA-TPE (Figure 3F). Despite long-term exposure, fluorescence quenching phenomenon was hardly observed,
indicating that MPDA-TPE is a potential indicator as fluorescent probe for labeling hydrogel in vivo. In contrast,
conventional fluorescent dye exhibits poor fluorescent
stability over time and commonly contains heavy metals
that cause severe cytotoxicity. To study the other performance, MPDA-TPE at concentration of 200 μg/ml was
used for further research.

3.3 C
 haracterization of DEX/CCNC, DEX/
CCNC/MPDA-TPE hydrogels
Hydrogels have been widely used owing to its similar biological structure to the extracellular matrix. In recent,
more and more attention was paid to the research and
application of injectable hydrogels due to the superiority
of more convenient operation and more complete tissue
filling [43–46]. DEX/CCNC hydrogels, formed by photocrosslinking, have various gelation time after various
contents of CCNC incorporation. The gelation time was
5 min for 0% CCNC incorporation, 4 min for 0.5% CCNC
incorporation, 3 min for 1% CCNC incorporation, and
3 min for 2% CCNC incorporation (Figure 4A). Hydrogels containing interpenetrating networks (IPNs), which
consist of two different polymers that are mixed with one
another at the molecular scale, are especially attractive
over their single network counterparts as they exhibit synergistically increased fracture toughness and tribological properties as compared to the individual components
of the network [47]. CCNC with a large number of carboxyl groups will make the complex IPN and strengthen
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Figure 3: Characterization of optical, biocompatibility, and bioimaging properties of MPDA-TPE.
(A) Color of MPDA-TPE in different solvent with or without excitation of UV light. PL spectra of (B, C) MPDA-TPE in THF/water mixtures with
different water fractions. (D) Cell viability of NIH-3T3 cells after incubation with different concentrations MPDA-TPE for 12, 24, and 36 h.
(E) Live/dead assay was used to evaluate cell survival on day 2 after incubation with different content of MPDA-TPE. (a) 0, (b) 100, (c) 200,
(d) 300, and (e) 400 g/ml. (F) fluorescence imaging of NIH-3T3 cells treated with different content of MPDA-TPE. (f) 0, (g) 100, (h) 200,
(i) 300, and (j) 400 g/ml. The scale bars indicate 100 μm.

hydrogen bonding force among polymer chains, thus
leading to adjustable gelation time. Then, the effect of
CCNC on the rheological behavior of DEX/CCNC/MPDATPE solution was investigated. Flow curves recorded on
blends of the two polymers showed pseudo-plastic behavior, with the viscosity value that reduces as the shear frequency increases, indicating the injectable performance
of DEX/CCNC/MPDA-TPE hydrogels. The saturation values

of G′ and G″ were positively correlated with CCNC content,
and the value of G′ was higher than that of G″, demonstrating that the stiffness of hydrogels will improve over
CCNC content. For example, under the same frequency of
1 Hz, the storage modulus (G′) of 0% CCNC incorporated
hydrogels is for 10.8 Pa, 0.5% CCNC for 48.7 Pa, 1% CCNC
for 74.3 Pa, and 2% CCNC for 66.4 Pa. Two percent CCNC
generated an interesting behavior, which explained that
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strong hydrogen bond and high interface energy of CCNC
caused aggregation instead of dispersion when added at
high ratio (Figure 4B–D).
The optical property of DEX/CCNC/MPDA-TPE hydrogels in vitro was investigated. Hyperintensity can be
observed in DEX/CCNC/MPDA-TPE hydrogels by photoacoustic imaging (Figure 4E). In contrast, the control group
showed hypointensity. The signal intensity improved over
content of MPDA-TPE. According to PL spectra of hydrogels, PL intensity increased in the process of hydrogel
formation. The PL peak value at 0 min is for 16 × 104 au,
1 min for 50.2 × 104 au, 3 min for 54.5 × 104 au, and 5 min
for 55.2 × 104 au (Figure 4F). It can be inferred that molecule chain in TPE became harder to rotate, thus transferring energy by strong emission.
To explore the correlation between the released fluorescent indicator and degradation of hydrogels, investigation was conducted through PBS and PBS–lysozyme
solution. Weight determination showed that almost no
WL was observed in hydrogels treated with PBS. The
released TPE was slightly detected in PBS, consistent with
weight determination, indicating that the release of TPE
was not controlled by the dispersion, but was related to
the degradation of hydrogels. However, it was difficult
to degrade unless complex IPN structure was broken. As
previously reported [5], the degradation process of hydrogel was attributed to breakage of polymer backbone in

the presence of lysozyme. After PBS–lysozyme treatment,
hydrogels showed a clear degradation trend, and degradation rate was negative correlation with the content of
CCNC. At 524 h, WL of hydrogels with 0.5% CCNC is for
79%, 1% CCNC for 59%, and 2% CCNC for 44% (Figure 5A).
Meanwhile, the released TPE also shows a similar trend.
At 524 h, the released TPE of hydrogels with 0.5% CCNC
is for 77.6%, 1% CCNC for 57.3%, and 2% CCNC for 45.7%
(Figure 5B). According to the first-order enzymatic hydrolysis kinetics, exponential fitting equation was established
to study the correlation between the fluorescence release
content and the degradation of hydrogels treated with
lysozyme: −dm/dt = km, after the integral deformation,
the following formula can be obtained:
WL% = (1 − Wt / W0 ) × 100% = 1 − exp( − kt )
WL represents the weight loss; Wt and W0 are
the undegraded weight at the t moment and initial
weight of hydrogels, respectively. The k value represents the enzymatic hydrolysis constant. Degradation fitting equations for different hydrogels were
obtained by gravity determination and established
mathematical
equations:
WL1% = 1 − exp(−0.003t)
(R2 = 0.97), WL2% = 1 − exp(−0.0018t) (R2 = 0.98), and
WL3% = 1 − exp(−0.0012t) (R2 = 0.96). Because the release
of TPE was ascribed to the degradation of hydrogels after
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Figure 5: In vitro degradation of DEX/CCNC/MPDA-TPE hydrogels.
(A) Gravimetric degradation of hydrogel S and (B) release behavior of TPE in the absence of lysozyme or in the presence of lysozyme over
time. (C) Quantitative fluorescence reduction of different hydrogels in vitro degradation in the absence of lysozyme or in the presence of
lysozyme over time.
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Figure 6: Representative fluorescent image of in vitro degradation of DEX/CCNC/MPDA-TPE hydrogels with different content of CCNC in the
absence of lysozyme or in the presence of lysozyme over time.
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Figure 7: Representative photoacoustic imaging of in vitro degradation of DEX/CCNC/MPDA-TPE hydrogels with different content of CCNC in
the absence of lysozyme or in the presence of lysozyme over time.

enzyme adsorption, we can establish the correlation
equations between the released TPE and enzyme adsorption: dq/dt = k (q0 − q), after the integral deformation, the
following formula can be obtained:
q / q0 = 1 − exp( −kt )
where q0 is equilibrium adsorption mass, q is enzyme
adsorption mass, and k is enzyme adsorption coefficient. Degradation fitting equations for different hydrogels were obtained by released TPE and established
mathematical
equations:
AR1% = 1 − exp(0.00287t)
(R2 = 0.95),
AR2% = 1 − exp(0.00173t)
(R2 = 0.96),
AR3% = 1 − exp(0.0013t) (R2 = 0.92). It was observed
that the fitting equations are basically consistent
between gravity kinetics and the TPE release kinetics.
To prove the reliability of the correlation, further detection was performed by fluorescence imaging (Figure
6). It was found that almost no change in fluorescence
intensity and shape was observed in PBS. After the
enzyme is degraded, the fluorescence intensity and

shape change with time in the PBS–lysozyme. Quantitatively establishing correlation equations between
fluorescence intensity and time, the corresponding
fitting equation was obtained: FL1% = 1 − exp(−0.0031t)
(R2 = 0.96),
FL2% = 1 − exp(−0.00163t)
(R2 = 0.93),
2
FL3% = 1 − exp(−0.00127t) (R = 0.95) (Figure 5C). The
fitting k value obtained from the quantitative fluorescence
measurement was similar to that of the gravity determination equation. Therefore, the strategy of quantitative fluorescence determination is feasible to monitor degradation
of hydrogels in noninvasive and real-time manner.
Furthermore, hyperintensity is observed and kept in
PBS over time by photoacoustic imaging (Figure 7). In
PBS–lysozyme solution, dark signal enlarged over time,
and the edges of hydrogels were more significant, indicating that the edge could undergo fast degradation process.
At 524 h, shape changes were obvious, and degradation
became slower over increasing CCNC. The obtained information was also consistent with fluorescence kinetic
profile.
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Figure 8: In vitro degradation of DEX/CCNC/MPDA-TPE hydrogels cultured with NIH-3T3 cells.
(A) Fluorescent image of different hydrogels over time. (B) Quantitative fluorescence reduction of different hydrogels over time. (C) Correlation
of DEX/CCNC/MPDA-TPE hydrogel degradation quantified by applying noninvasive visual determination and invasive gravimetric degradation.

To verify the reliability of fluorescence quantitative
determination, cells were cocultured with DEX/CCNC/
MPDA-TPE hydrogels; fluorescence imaging and gravimetric determination were conducted at the desired time. We
found that hydrogel showed a fast degradation tendency,
which could be related to the complex enzyme secreted by
the cell. At 524 h, the hydrogel showed weak fluorescence
and was positively correlated with the content of CCNC.
At the same time, the degradation obtained by gravimetry
determination was consistent with the degradation data
obtained by fluorescence quantification (Figure 8A–C).

4 Conclusions
We explored the grafting of TPE molecules onto the surface
of MPDA to obtain MPDA-TPE complexes. Mesoporous
dopamine microsphere–TPE had AIE behavior, photoacoustic imaging performance, low photobleaching, good
stability, and biocompatibility. When mixed with injectable hydrogels, DEX/CCNC/MPDA-TPE hydrogels can
retain the function of MPDA-TPE. We established kinetic

equation of degradation in vitro for quantitatively monitoring degradation profile of hydrogels, and a close correlation between visual determination and gravimetric
determination was acquired. The strategy of quantitative
fluorescence determination and photoacoustic imaging
replacing the gravity determination was feasible to
monitor the in vivo dynamic degradation of hydrogels in
real-time and noninvasive manner.
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